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Executive Summary
In 2020, the News Quality Initiative (NewsQ) brought a panel of
journalists, academics, and technologists together to discuss the
status of opinion journalism in online recommendation systems.
The 2020 group of panelists recommended that, in order to
improve the overall quality of news online, there must be a clear
separation of news and opinion on news aggregation products. The
panel then asked: How would the separation of news from opinion
actually work in practice?
In 2021, a new group of opinion panelists gathered to work on the
question. This new group of panelists started by affirming that the
consistent and transparent labeling of news and opinion does
matter to the overall quality of news online. In addition, panelists
recommended that, in order for a clear distinction between news
and opinion to work, publishers must be given a strong advisory
role when it comes to definitions and methods for applying labels.
An accessible rubric of definitions and labels must be created —
based on a broad, diverse set of expert opinions — for different
types of opinion journalism. The panel also recommended that
improved standards for transparency and consistency regarding the
handling of news and opinion journalism be established and
applied, for both publishers and platforms.
The panelists made recommendations based on the understanding
that longer-term and larger-scale changes to online
recommendation systems are needed, and that platforms must
assume greater responsibility for their products and for what they
have published on their products. Many of these larger changes to
online recommendation systems are more important than the
challenge of separating news from opinion. However, the panel
believes that moving towards improved separation of news and
opinion journalism can make at least a small, and necessary,
difference to the quality of news online.
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Introduction
The state of the news and information system is, by many
measures, poor.1 In recent years, a wide variety of efforts have tried
to address what seems to be going wrong.2 However, fewer projects
have asked the question: what would an ideal information system
look like? The News Quality Initiative (NewsQ) was developed to
address this question.
In response, NewsQ launched a set of panels in 2020 that reviewed
platform news products. Composed of journalists, academics, and
technologists, the NewsQ panels dove into specific case studies of
news ranking and recommendation systems — such as those used
by Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Twitter, and Apple News — to
develop guidance on quality journalism that is interpretable by
both journalists and machines. In November 2020, the panels
published white papers on their findings that described the nature
of the gaps between news product results and the results that
journalists and others would like to see.3
Following publication of the papers, the results of the 2020 Opinion
panel stood out as needing continued examination. One
recommendation emerged to guide continued discussion: an urgent
call for a clear distinction between news and opinion within news
aggregation products.4 The separation of news, a fact-based
summary of recent events, from opinion journalism, which provides
fact-based interpretation of news events or other issues, is often
assumed as important in many newsrooms and news credibility
efforts.5 However, it is also well understood that journalists have
long struggled to define the difference between news and opinion
journalism as well as the differences between the many terms used
to describe opinion journalism (e.g., column, op-ed, essay,
commentary, analysis). The New York Times, for example,

1

Janna Anderson and Lee Rainie, “The Future of Truth and Misinformation Online,” Pew Research Center: Internet,
Science & Tech (blog), October 19, 2017, https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2017/10/19/the-future-of-truth-andmisinformation-online/.
2

“FactCheck.Org,” FactCheck.org, accessed September 21, 2021, https://www.factcheck.org/; The Trust Project, “The
Trust Project Website,” 2020, https://thetrustproject.org/; “Home,” Duke Reporters’ Lab, accessed September 21, 2021,
https://reporterslab.org/.
3

Connie Moon Sehat, “NewsQ Review Panel Reports 2020,” NewsQ, November 30, 2020, https://newsq.net/newsqreview-panel-reports-2020/.
4

Subramaniam Vincent et al., “Our Opinion: Recommendations for Publishing Opinion Journalism on Digital
Platforms” (NewsQ, November 30, 2020), https://newsq.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/NewsQ-Opinion-Panel2020.pdf.
5

“The Trust Indicators and Their Attributes,” The Trust Project, accessed August 13, 2021,
https://thetrustproject.org/collaborator-materials/.
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announced in early 2021 that it would replace the term “op-ed” with
the term “guest essay,” explaining:
Terms like “Op-Ed” are, by their nature, clubby newspaper
jargon; we are striving to be far more inclusive in
explaining how and why we do our work.6
Last year’s opinion panelists, like many journalists, agreed with this
sentiment and argued that there are too many terms for opinion
journalism, in general. Still, journalists have yet to resolve what
terms might better classify and describe opinion journalism at an
operational scale that matches the reach of internet distribution.
The “lack of consistency and consensus among journalists over
labels, their range, and their meanings simply percolates
‘downstream’ to platforms that distribute their stories through
news feeds to audiences,” wrote the 2020 Opinion Panel in their
technical paper. “Without human-consensus and principles-based
consistent labeling of articles, Artificial Intelligence (AI), which
requires training data, is itself not equipped to do this work at
scale. Nor can AI, for that matter, consistently catch outlier opinion
pieces on a feed. As a result, plenty of articles that could otherwise
be labeled as opinion on the feeds are not.” 7
In 2021, NewsQ presented these and related issues to a new
Opinion panel, which consisted of six journalists who all possessed
at least five years of professional experience.
Panelists included (in alphabetical order):
•

Nancy Ancrum, editorial page editor at The Miami Herald, where she has
served since 2013. A board member of the American Society of News
Editors, Ancrum often appears on local and national news programs,
including on CNN, Fox News, and MSNBC. Ancrum earned a degree in
journalism at New York University and started her career as an editorial
assistant at the Baltimore Evening Sun.

•

Karen Attiah, opinion columnist at The Washington Post. Attiah joined
The Post in 2014 as a digital producer in the Opinions section. Previously,
she reported as a freelancer for the Associated Press while based in the
Caribbean. Attiah was the winner of the 2019 George Polk Award and was

6

Kathleen Kingsbury, “Why The New York Times Is Retiring the Term ‘Op-Ed,’” The New York Times, April 26, 2021,
sec. Opinion, https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/26/opinion/nyt-opinion-oped-redesign.html.
7

For entire paragraph, see Vincent et al., “Our Opinion: Recommendations for Publishing Opinion Journalism on
Digital Platforms.”
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named the 2019 Journalist of the Year by the National Association of Black
Journalists.
•

Maria Bustillos, a founding editor of the Brick House Cooperative. Her
work has appeared in the New York Times, the New Yorker, the Guardian,
the Los Angeles Times, Harper’s, the Times Literary Supplement, ESPN,
Bloomberg, VICE, Gawker, The Awl, and elsewhere. Bustillos writes the
public editor column for MSNBC at the Columbia Journalism Review.

•

Sewell Chan, editor in chief of the Texas Tribune. Previously, Chan was
the deputy managing editor, and later, the editorial page editor at the Los
Angeles Times. Prior to that, Chan worked for 14 years at the New York
Times, where he was a metro reporter, Washington correspondent, deputy
Op-Ed editor and international news editor. Chan began his career in July
2000 as a reporter at the Washington Post and has also written for the Wall
Street Journal and the Philadelphia Inquirer.

•

Elena Gooray, opinion editor at the LA Times. Previously, Gooray was an
editor at the Philadelphia Inquirer and Pacific Standard.

•

Arwa Mahdawi, columnist at the Guardian, based in New York.

In addition, Jen Granito, a senior product manager at Google
News, served as a technical advisor on the 2021 Opinion panel.
Similar to the previous NewsQ Opinion panel conducted in 2020,
this year panelists convened five times and reviewed data that
included a variety of news feed results. Panelists worked through
exercises where they were compelled to discuss their values, and
what trade-offs would have to be made to achieve their goal of
elevating quality in news feeds. The NewsQ project did not restrict
the new Opinion panel to conform to the findings of the previous
panel, nor restrict opportunities to ask whether the overall research
framework made sense.
With that, the panelists commenced their inquiry: Is it possible for
news publishers and then news aggregators to make this separation
consistently across distribution systems? And, if so, how?
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Setting the Task of the 2021 Opinion
Panel
NewsQ tasked panelists with addressing a core challenge: How can
the separation of news from opinion work? From the outset,
panelists expressed a concern that to improve the quality of news
online, one must look far beyond the question of news versus
opinion. There are a vast number of problems contributing to the
poor quality of the contemporary information system, some of
which are structural or more urgent than the handling of opinion
journalism.
Echoing the concerns of last year’s panelists, this year’s participants
also worried about the broader power dynamics built into the
information system they sought to analyze. The major technology
companies discussed by Opinion panelists control a
disproportionate amount of power and money in society in general
and in the United States.
More comprehensive approaches to the poor quality of news online
would involve addressing this power imbalance, possibly through
government regulation, or resistance on the part of journalists and
the journalism industry. For example, journalists on the panel
wondered whether it is time for reputable publishers to insist that
they be removed from major technology platform news products, or
consider industry-wide boycotts of these companies. While the six
journalists on the Opinion panel wanted to formulate
recommendations, they acknowledged the consistent failure of
platforms to adopt recommendations in the past. Finally, panelists
worried that cooperating in any capacity with the technology
companies who are the focus of their inquiry might reinforce the
existing problematic power structure.
At the same time, panelists recognized they had an opportunity to
recommend specific ways the current system could be improved —
and that, in doing so, they would at least demonstrate that it is
possible to improve online recommendation systems.
In spite of the limitations — “we can’t make platforms become
transparent or control their business practices” — panelists did
acknowledge they collectively possess extensive experience, and
therefore knowledge, to be able to articulate standards, itself a
worthy task. The approach to formulating recommendations,
described throughout this paper, was therefore informed by a
desire to hold in balance the limitations of this endeavor with the
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hope of identifying concrete steps that could help, even if in small,
short-term ways.

Defining Panel Objectives
Early on, one panelist asked the group: “What is the problem we are
trying to solve?” The panel returned to this core question
repeatedly throughout their meetings.
Panelists seemed to agree about what was not the aim: panelists did
not want to advocate for a return to an ideal of a perfectly objective
journalism that, in their view, never existed in the first place.
Panelists also did not want to return to outdated definitions of
news or journalism in general. The group also articulated a desire to
avoid perpetuating an idea that opinion journalism is by definition
lower quality than news reporting.
Together they arrived at a few objectives for their work together:

Objective 1: Codify what journalists do for the public
The panel felt it was useful to make a contribution to codifying
what journalists do. There was widespread agreement that the
public does not understand well what journalists do — the
processes they use and the values that inform them — and that
continuing to explain and provide more transparency into
journalism norms and processes was in and of itself useful.

Objective 2: Clarify terms to support industry
conversation and consensus
Establishing clearer, common vocabulary among journalists — and
industry agreement on certain, fraught terms like news or opinion
— was also useful. While the group recognized that they could not
single-handedly establish industry-wide consensus around
vocabulary, the group agreed that they could, in their own way, at
least work together to help move the profession toward a
“reasonable consensus.”
The 2021 panel also agreed with last year’s panel that labeling would
play a key role, not only in separating news and opinion, but in
pushing journalists, editors, and publishers to reconcile conflicting
definitions and competing terms. This might, panelists agreed, help
to reduce reader confusion — supporting the first aim — and have
the potential to help improve trust in the field.
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Objective 3: Balance practicality and accessibility with
complexity and nuance
Separating news from opinion is simultaneously easy and difficult,
simple and complex. There is, on the one hand, a high level of
complexity required to separate these two genres, and to
comprehensively understand and assess the impact of this
separation.
On the other hand, panelists acknowledged there are simple ways
in which the separation of news from opinion can be done much
more effectively than it is currently being done. Even taking
relatively simple steps to improve such separation and labeling
would, the panelists thought, add some measure of improvement to
the overall quality of news online.
This tension will be explored in greater depth later in the paper, but
animated much of their inquiry.
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Part I: The Task of Separating News
from Opinion
In order to think through how to separate news and opinion
journalism in online news feeds, panelists began by trying to define
opinion journalism itself. The panelists worked towards definitions
with discomfort: they recognized that, as journalists, they had some
amount of expertise derived from years of professional experience.
However, panelists also expressed an aversion to claiming the
authority to define what journalism is; such a definition implicitly
includes what cannot be counted as journalism. Determining what
counts as journalism should be a democratic process in a civil
society, panelists felt, not a unilateral determination made by a
single person or group.
Still, the panelists understood the importance of defining terms,
both for the purpose of their work together and in recognition of
the lack of clarity, among journalists, around such terms.

Defining Opinion Journalism
During their sessions together over several months, panelists
articulated a definition of opinion journalism based on their shared
experience as working journalists and in consideration of other
existing definitions.8
Overall, the panel articulated a definition of opinion journalism as:
Fact-based writing that offers one or more perspectives on the
facts and that sometimes seeks to persuade readers, offer value
judgements, arguments, or calls to action. Opinion journalism
seeks to provide frameworks for understanding and engaging
with the world as civic actors. Opinion journalism also seeks to
help people interpret information and process the events of our
times, emotionally and otherwise.
Panelists agreed that opinion journalism may look different within
different genres of journalism (e.g., sports writing, cultural
commentary, movie reviews, political columns, op-eds, editorials,

8

News Quality Initiative, “Reference: News Genre,” NewsQ, June 16, 2020, https://newsq.net/reference-news-genre/;
Michael Schudson, The Sociology of News (W.W. Norton, 2011); IPTC News Architecture Working Group, IPTC
NewsCodes Working Group, IPTC News in JSON Working and Group, “Expressing Trust and Credibility Information in
IPTC Standards” (International Press Telecommunications Council, September 24, 2020),
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pLUM-JvGDl5NMUNMi2Hl74MnsoBGw_B3cYIAQ8NyO_M/edit; “Definition of
‘Opinion’,” accessed September 14, 2021, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/opinion.
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etc.) Some types of opinion journalism, such as a first-person essay
based on lived experience, may not include as many facts or factbased assertion as others. Still, the facts included in all types of
opinion journalism should be verified and accurate.
If opinion journalism includes multiple inaccuracies or facts that
are proven to be incorrect, panelists felt it should be considered
low-quality opinion journalism. If a publisher has a history of
repeatedly publishing articles with inaccuracies or incorrect facts,
as a media outlet it likewise can be considered low-quality.
Digging deeper into the topic, the panel discussed technical
elements — qualities, traits, or attributes — that indicate whether
an article is opinion journalism. The panel also discussed the
purpose of opinion journalism and how that purpose, which is
different from the purpose of news, distinguishes it as a genre.
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Characteristics of Opinion Journalism
Panelists shared the traits and characteristics they look for in an
article to tell whether it is opinion journalism. Panelists came to a
consensus that an opinion article typically presents the following
characteristics:

Clear opinion
If even a single sentence were “editorialized” (i.e., offers an explicit
interpretation or opinion) this would suggest the need for an opinion label.
A “value judgement”
If the article contains explicit value judgements, it should be labeled opinion.
An opinionated tone or construction of the headline
The panel felt that if the tone or construction of the headline is opinionated, the
article will likely be opinion journalism.
An open “call to action”
If an article suggests that certain actions be taken, based on the facts and
arguments contained in the piece, it is likely opinion journalism.
“Persuasion”
One panelist added that a key indicator of opinion is: “using data to formulate
an argument” or persuading someone to do something with information.
Fewer “voices or sources cited”
While opinion journalism must be based in fact, the focus of opinion journalism
is often the perspective or voice of the author. This means that there are less
voices or sources cited than in news, when the purpose is to provide as much
information as possible.

Clarifying some of the technical aspects of opinion journalism led
panelists to begin to articulate what they believe to be the purpose
of opinion journalism. They suggested that:
•

Opinion journalism guides readers on how to process facts

•

Opinion journalism serves to curate, organize, and interpret the
information that the news side of journalistic publications works hard to
gather
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•

11

Opinion journalism might even help elevate the quality of public discourse
in general

Panelists also discussed the role opinion journalism plays in helping
communities maintain a place in society to have discourse and to
process emotions.
“So much of my work in editing and writing is about helping people
— and ourselves — process grief, anger, trauma, joy, [or] relief,”
one journalist on the panel remarked. In the same vein, opinion
journalism often aims to lift up certain voices and viewpoints in
communities — particularly the voices of those who are not often
centered in news reporting, or whose first-person perspective has
unique value. Sometimes opinion raises a single expert voice, and
sometimes it represents a community perspective or a lens that a
community brings to a story.
On several levels, these definitions of opinion journalism tracked
with the definitions and purposes proposed by the previous
Opinion panel in 2020.9 Both panels agreed that the key objective
— and defining quality — of opinion journalism is an aspiration to
not simply present facts, but help readers be able to frame and
interpret them.

The Challenge of Distinguishing News from
Opinion
Panelists next identified four basic categories of challenges when
distinguishing news from opinion: audience literacy, economic and
business concerns, production and methods, and purpose.

Challenge #1: Audience Literacy
News and opinion labels are intended to help readers understand
the nature of the information they are receiving, but there are
limitations to what labeling can do to address a bigger media
literacy problem.10 Throughout the sessions, questions arose around
how audiences interact with or process labels on articles. What do
these labels mean to readers? How do they affect readers’

9

Vincent et al., “Our Opinion: Recommendations for Publishing Opinion Journalism on Digital Platforms.”

10

Galen Stocking et al., “Many Americans Get News on YouTube, Where News Organizations and Independent
Producers Thrive Side by Side,” Pew Research Center’s Journalism Project (blog), September 28, 2020,
https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2020/09/28/many-americans-get-news-on-youtube-where-newsorganizations-and-independent-producers-thrive-side-by-side/; “Calling Bullshit.,” accessed October 5, 2021,
https://www.callingbullshit.org/; “Making Media Literacy Great Again,” Columbia Journalism Review, accessed October
5, 2021, https://www.cjr.org/special_report/media-literacy-trump-fake-news.php/.
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understanding of a story? To what degree does it matter to
audiences that articles are labeled well? These remained open
questions.
Echoing a recommendation from last year’s panel, the 2021 panel
agreed that more attention and more resources must be paid to
media literacy in general. In addition, the problem of poor media
literacy is not wholly within the power of journalists to address —
addressing media literacy requires changes in education, in
legislation, and in other sectors as well.11
How to label “Analysis”?
One of the challenges to distinguishing news from opinion is that
there is a slippery distinction between analysis and opinion.
Currently, the analysis label will sometimes be applied by
publishers to articles that are clearly opinionated; other times, the
label will be used as “news analysis” — a way to mark a news piece
that has more analysis or detailed examination of facts within it.12
As last year’s panel identified, it is not always clear where to place
analysis in a dual-labeling (news or opinion) system.

Challenge #2: Economic and Business Concerns
There are several structural challenges built into the journalism
industry, the technology industry, and the greater economy that
limit how effective labeling can be.
When the Economy Incentivizes Low Quality Work
While the panelists asserted that journalism must be a public
service first and a business second, they were mixed in their belief
that good intentions could overcome the economic realities of the
industry. Most journalistic outlets, after all, are businesses, and
businesses require funding. In order to acquire more readers or
clicks, it is often profitable for journalistic organizations to produce
more opinion — which can be faster to publish — or to even
intentionally mix news and opinion. Of course, platforms, too, are
businesses. Unlike journalistic businesses, platforms do not have a
comparable commitment to the public good: the main aim is to
generate revenue. For a variety of reasons, it is also profitable for

11

“Digital and Media Literacy: A Plan of Action,” Knight Foundation, accessed September 14, 2021,
https://knightfoundation.org/reports/digital-and-media-literacy-plan-action/.
12

“Learn How the BBC Is Working to Strengthen Trust and Transparency in Online News,” BBC News, accessed
December 9, 2019, https://www.bbc.com/news/help-41670342.
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platforms to elevate poor quality content, and this can sometimes
mean contributing to the mixing of news and opinion.
The Rise of the Individual Journalist
The rise of social media and other platforms, such as subscriberbased newsletters, has contributed to a rise in the number of
journalists who have established their own followings as
individuals.13 In some cases, these journalists don’t work for a
publication at all, and simply self-publish, sharing their work
directly with an audience. This complicates how to define
“publisher” and is specifically relevant to opinion journalism, as
many individual journalists develop their own followings through
the use of their unique “voice” or opinions.

Challenge #3: Production & Methods
Not all opinion journalism (or journalism) is created with equal
effort or standards. This makes the application of one or two labels
across a great variety of journalism challenging.
Levels of Quality and Differing Methods Within Opinion
Journalism
While some outlets hold opinion journalism to the same standards
as news reporting in terms of fact checking and verification, many
do not. There is therefore variation in quality within opinion
journalism itself. Here, the panel echoed last year’s panel in their
insistence that any journalism, in order to receive the label of
opinion journalism, must be rooted in fact.
Magazines and Other Types of Publications or Mediums
Magazines, historically, shy away from the distinction between
news and opinion; most tend to eschew the news-opinion
dichotomy altogether. And beyond magazines, some types of
publications — broadcast stations, for example — do not embrace
the news-opinion distinction.
The Challenge of Unlabeled Content
There is an enormous amount of unlabeled (by publisher) content
online. While one set of recommendations may account for articles
that have already been labeled by news publishers, another set of

13

Falon Fatemi, “The Rise Of Substack—And What’s Behind It,” Forbes, accessed September 13, 2021,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/falonfatemi/2021/01/20/the-rise-of-substack-and-whats-behind-it/.
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processes may be needed to address the challenge of unlabeled
content.

Challenge #4: A Changing Profession
The profession and practice of journalism is undergoing a large
shift in how it defines quality, and various other key terms, for itself
— which is complicated further when considering the global
context beyond the United States. This makes finding industry
consensus challenging.
Objectivity and Transparency
The final, and perhaps greatest, challenges that the panel identified
involved addressing what the panel viewed as an outdated
journalistic value of objectivity, and the related challenge of
applying transparency.
An imposition of a “news versus opinion” dichotomy might imply
that there is such a thing as news that is perfectly objective, or
neutral.14 The panel does not believe that this is the case. It is more
important, they emphasized, that readers understand that all news
is the product of decisions made by human beings and therefore
the result of human judgements. This does not mean that news —
and the process used to create it — should be free of a commitment
to accuracy, facts, and fairness, but that the ideal of a perfectly
objective article is flawed.
The panel discussed transparency as a way to address this
challenge. Transparency should be applied “all the way through the
content” from clearer bylines to clearer disclosures of author
expertise, motivation, and methods.
Variation in international journalism cultures and standards
While news products are created by companies operating at a
global scale, the laws, cultures, and realities of journalism
industries in different countries around the world vary significantly.
To attempt to articulate universal definitions or standards for
opinion journalism is therefore incredibly challenging. For this
reason, this panel’s work focuses on the United States context.

14

Wesley Lowery, “A Reckoning Over Objectivity, Led by Black Journalists,” The New York Times, June 23, 2020,
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/23/opinion/objectivity-black-journalists-coronavirus.html; Tonya Mosley,
“Predictions for Journalism 2020: The Neutrality vs. Objectivity Game Ends,” Nieman Lab (blog), 2019,
https://www.niemanlab.org/2020/01/the-neutrality-vs-objectivity-game-ends/; Michael Schudson, “Is Journalism a
Profession? Objectivity 1.0, Objectivity 2.0 and Beyond,” in Why Journalism Still Matters (Cambridge, UK: Polity Press,
2018), 41–67.
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Part II: Assessing the Current State
of News Feed Results
As a next step in the process, the panel worked to assess a portion
of current state of news online by examining data from news feeds
across several news aggregators.
Specifically, the data provided in the key exercises for the Opinion
panel included screenshots of Google News and Microsoft News
feeds over the course of five days (March 25, 26, 29 and April 1 and
2, 2021), captured once per day. Screenshots were captured in late
March and early April 2021 on the desktop versions of each news
product; the NewsQ facilitation team did not use search terms, nor
personal accounts, when capturing screenshots. This was generally
possible with the exception of capturing the Facebook News feed.
The team then transcribed information from the screenshots into
an accessible database that panelists could explore, and displayed
information such as the headlines for stories, the labels applied to
stories by publishers and by platform news products, and other
information. For later exercises related to Analysis articles, NewsQ
facilitators also collected ten articles published by major outlets on
the same dates as above.
The panel was focused on assessing the feeds not only for overall
quality, but also in terms of their quality regarding news and
opinion journalism. Two news products have specific approaches to
handling opinion journalism: Google News uses an “opinion” label
in the top news feed and across sections, while Microsoft’s news
product has a distinct top news section and a distinct opinion feed.
Panelists were provided screenshots of Apple News and Facebook
News to allow comparison between different approaches.
The data showed the Google News “Top Stories” feed, as well as
Microsoft’s opinion and main news feeds. Panelists could also view
the Apple News “Top Stories” feed, and the main news feed for
Facebook News. The data included at least the top five stories
(headlines, URL, labels, and additional information) for each feed.
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The Panel’s Assessment: Poor Quality for News
Feed Results
After examining the data, panelists agreed overwhelmingly that the
news feed results were of poor quality. When panelists were asked
to assign grades to the news feed results based on how well the
feeds handled opinion journalism and news, they generated lists of
concrete qualities that they believe makes a news feed higher or
lower quality, especially in regard to the place for news and opinion
journalism. Of the products panelists were asked to review for the
exercise, panelists assigned extremely low grades to Microsoft
News, and higher ones to Google News.
The panelists’ observations about the quality of the feeds — and the
reasons they articulated for their assessments — varied
considerably. Panelists noted the feeds’ lack of source and genre
variety, lack of transparency, bias in results, and emphasis on
recency. Panelist observations are described in more detail below.

The Pros and Cons of Arranging News Feeds by
‘Recency’
Panelists immediately remarked upon an element of the news feeds
that struck them as dominant: the recency of the content in the
feeds.
“[The feed] looks like it’s arranged chronologically, which feels
generally appropriate for dealing with breaking news,” wrote one
panelist ahead of the session. “And opinion — it doesn’t make sense
to read a very thoughtful op-ed on the politician who refused to
resign if, an hour later, he did resign, which this news feed would
tell you.”
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Figure 1. ‘Example of Google News Emphasis on Recency.’ An emphases on recency sometimes
led to monotony of content — in this instance, a focus on both recent and breaking news
stories. Screenshot collected on April 1, 2021.

Overall, panelists felt that an emphasis on recency delivered a
variety of benefits, including that often, they searched for content
by looking for what has been published most recently. They noted
that, of the four products they reviewed, Google News seemed most
focused on recency as an important signal.
This was tempered, however, by two factors: first, the emphasis on
recency tended toward a monotony of content in terms of both
source and topic. Second, panelists worried that the emphasis on
recency could have a detrimental effect on opinion journalism in
general.
As one panelist noted, “Incentivizing being fast means that we are
churning out fast-produced articles so we can increase our chances
of appearing on these feeds.” The panelist further argued that
incentivizing recency was damaging to the purpose of opinion
journalism, which is in part to provide thoughtful perspectives on
the news.
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News Feeds Typically Lack Diversity of Sources and
Genres
Panelists were dissatisfied with the range of sources they observed
across news products. One issue was that news feed sources
generally tended to skew towards major, established outlets, even
in the case of an event that could arguably be understood as “local.”
Additionally, panelists observed that there was not a wide diversity
of outlets that appeared overall.
Panelists felt especially strongly about the role of local news in
news feeds. While the local news business is undoubtedly
struggling, panelists noted that local news outlets still produce an
enormous amount of strong journalism that is not being surfaced
by platforms, both in the examples they viewed, and in news feeds
in general.
Panelists also remarked that it was often difficult to understand the
logic of news recommendation systems, including why certain
sources were elevated over others. For example, in a screenshot of
the Microsoft News Opinion Feed captured on April 1, 2021, the first
five articles in the opinion feed included two articles from The
Points Guy, a lifestyle blog that focuses on credit cards, points, and
air miles.15 Panelists did not understand why The Points Guy would
even be featured in the news feed as a source in the first place, let
alone appear twice in the top five articles of the Opinion Feed on
that day.

15

Eric Rosen, “The Points Guy - Maximize Your Travel.,” accessed October 15, 2021, https://thepointsguy.com/,
https://thepointsguy.com/.
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Figure 2. ‘Example of Microsoft News Opinion Feed.’ Elevation of questionable sources,
including two articles from The Points Guy, to top five articles. Two advertisements also
appear. Screenshot collected on April 1, 2021.]

Panelists also felt that there was monotony in terms of genre. Most
of the content appeared to be “straight news,” noted one panelist,
with relatively little opinion. Others added that this may mean
there is an opportunity for opinion articles to break up the
monotony. Even within news coverage, panelists noted that most of
it was straightforward news, and that there was not much “local or
distinguished coverage.”
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Figure 3. ‘Example of Google News Feed: Monotony of Genre.’ The majority of articles at the top
of this news feed are straight news or breaking news. Screenshot collected on April 2, 2021.

Panelist reactions to source quality did vary across news products.
In particular, they were shocked by and heavily critical of the
source quality on Microsoft News. One panelist noted that there
were far more “junk news” sources, such as Upbeat News or Best
Life Online, on Microsoft than on either Google or Apple.16
Finally (and again, particularly with Microsoft News), panelists
were disturbed by the overwhelming presence of advertisements.
As one panelist noted, “Ads are displayed identically to ‘news’ with
a tiny dogear identifying advertising in the corner, with the result
that both ads and ‘news’ are degraded and flattened.”
Many panelists agreed that the labeling of advertisements was poor,
and led to an understandable confusion between what was news,
and what were actually advertisements or other types of content.

16

“Upbeat News,” accessed October 15, 2021, https://upbeatnews.com/; “Best Life,” Best Life, accessed October 15, 2021,
https://bestlifeonline.com/.
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Figure 4. ‘Example of the Heavy Presence of Advertisements in Microsoft’s main News Feed.’
Screenshot illustrates how two of the top five articles are advertisements. Screenshot collected
on April 2, 2021.

Concerns of Bias in News Feed Results
Panelists expressed a concern that the content they were
encountering on news feeds was not simply the result of a failed
algorithm, but a reflection of active bias on the part of both the
journalism industry and the technologies that distribute the
journalism.
“News stories are chosen with a ‘both-sidesist’ eye to ‘balance,’” one
panelist wrote ahead of the session. “That is, the occasional story
from New York Magazine or the Guardian is included with Fox and
the Washington Examiner.”
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Figure 5. ‘Example of the Mix of Perspectives Provided by the Microsoft News Opinion Feed.’
Screenshot collected on March 25, 2021.

Panelists overwhelmingly argued that both publishers’ and
platforms’ insistence on neutrality — or the lack of agenda — did
not in fact reduce bias or produce neutrality in source choice, rank,
story diversity, or the stories themselves. Most panelists felt that
the news feed results indeed reflected agendas and opinions, and
that to claim otherwise was not only harmful, but in fact related to
the lack of public trust in journalism.17

A Need for More Transparency in News Feeds
The data repeatedly led panelists to a discussion of the need for
more transparency all the way through the supply chain — from
publisher to platform. Panelists remarked the rationale for

17

Jeffrey Gottfried and Jacob Liedke, “Partisan Divides in Media Trust Widen, Driven by a Decline among Republicans,”
Pew Research Center (blog), accessed September 14, 2021, https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/08/30/partisandivides-in-media-trust-widen-driven-by-awi-decline-among-republicans/.
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selection, rank, labeling, and categorization of stories was typically
unclear. “Who is putting these stories here?” asked one panelist.
While many journalistic publications provide some form of an
answer to that question through the publication of a byline, a
masthead, and bios for the writers or editors, many publications
provide minimal transparency, if they provide any at all. Further,
the amount of information provided about the journalism itself —
how it was produced, who contributed, and the standards it was
held to — is often minimal.
The way stories are distributed by technology companies on their
respective news products then exacerbates this issue. Panelists
argued that, just as all responsible publishers do, platforms must
publish the equivalent of a masthead for each news product,
providing transparency as to who is in charge and who is making
publishing decisions.
Different companies provide various levels of information about
their products and processes — publicly on their websites, in
statements, and on the news feed itself.18
“[Platforms] have a journalistic responsibility to the public. They
should be held to account,” one panelist said. “There are no names
that we can write to, to complain. The feed is a publication, and it
has the responsibilities of a publication. They have the same
responsibilities that the rest of us have even if they are an
aggregator.”

18

News Quality Initiative, “Panel Orientation: Platform News Products,” NewsQ, June 1, 2020, https://newsq.net/panelorientation-platform-news-products/.
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Part III: How Would a Human
Distinguish News from Opinion?
Many of the panelists’ observations extended beyond the issue of
news and opinion in the feeds into an overall assessment of the
quality of the results they observed. However, panelists still felt that
the separation and accurate labeling of news from opinion is one
small step that could help improve the general quality of news
online.
To explore this idea, panelists addressed the question: how would
they themselves distinguish between news and opinion on a news
feed?
Distinguishing between news and opinion requires making
judgements about labeling, categorization, and how stories should
rank in feeds.

Task: Compare the Machine Process and the
Human Process
To ground their analyses in concrete observations of the feeds,
panelists undertook a categorization exercise. A set of eleven
articles were digitally printed without the labels that the
journalistic publishers originally applied. The majority of the
articles were pulled from a news feed and an opinion feed on the
Microsoft News product on April 1, 2021. Mixed in with those
articles were additional articles that had been published close to
the same date, and were labeled by publishers as “analysis.”19
After reading each article, panelists applied a “news” or “opinion”
label to indicate whether the article would appear in either a news
or opinion feed. Panelists also considered whether the analysis label
could be applied in addition. Results from all panelists were
aggregated and anonymized for discussion to allow panelists an
opportunity to compare their labels, methods, and general
approaches to this task. (See Appendix for the table displaying the
exercise results.)
Panelists had a variety of resulting reflections on how they thought
articles should be processed, categorized, and ranked. For instance,
reviewing the exercise results made the panelists realize that
19

Md Momen Bhuiyan et al., “Investigating Differences in Crowdsourced News Credibility Assessment: Raters, Tasks,
and Expert Criteria,” Proceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction 4, no. CSCW2 (October 14, 2020): 1–26,
https://doi.org/10.1145/3415164.
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inconsistencies between machine and publisher labels exist, and
need to be resolved. An example of such inconsistency was a
standard obituary that appeared in Politico, with the headline ‘G.
Gordon Liddy, Watergate mastermind, dies at 90’.20
Nearly all panelists labeled the Liddy obituary as “news,” with one
panelist labeling it as “news analysis.” Neither the panelists nor the
publisher, Politico, labeled the article as opinion. One machine did,
however — the article originally appeared in the opinion feed of
Microsoft News.
Another example of inconsistency and, in this case, possible
machine error, came from an article that appeared in the Microsoft
Opinion feed on April 1, 2021: “Biden Administration announces
details on major new infrastructure push,” published by The Points
Guy.21 Every panelist labeled the article as “news.” Additionally, the
original label applied by the publisher, The Points Guy, was also
“news.” Sorted by a machine, however, the article showed up in the
“opinion” feed. One panelist speculated that this sorting may have
happened because the machine picked up a disclaimer within the
article, which contained the word “opinion,” as a false positive.

20

Associated Press, “G. Gordon Liddy, Watergate Mastermind, Dies at 90,” Politico, accessed September 14, 2021,
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/03/30/g-gordon-liddy-dies-90-478651.
21

“Biden Administration Announces Details on Major New Infrastructure Push,” accessed September 14, 2021,
https://thepointsguy.com/news/biden-major-infrastructure-push/.
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Figure 6. “Screen Capture of Disclaimer that Appears at Bottom of The Points Guy Article,
‘Biden Administration Announces Details on Major New Infrastructure Push.’” Screenshot
collected on September 14, 2021.

Finally, reviewing the exercise results made panelists realize that in
order to address quality in news feeds, it was important to think
beyond the article level. Improved labels on individual articles
could only do so much. As last year’s panel pointed out, improving
news feeds is not only about better categorizing the content that
appears, but in ensuring that the content that appears in the first
place is of a high quality.22 This encouraged the panel to think
beyond individual articles — including its outlet and its place
within the news feed — as they formulated recommendations.

How Should News and Opinion Be Handled?
Based on the processes each panelist used to label a collection of
articles for a feed, how did they think it should be done, generally?
Could a general rule or set of rules be created? When reviewing this
table of exercise results, panelists considered how to translate their
judgments and methods to a larger scale, potentially as three
machine-friendly rules (see Appendix).

22

Vincent et al., “Our Opinion: Recommendations for Publishing Opinion Journalism on Digital Platforms.”
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Instead of Rules, Develop Tools and Measurements
In order to develop an approach that acknowledged the complexity
of the panel’s emerging principles and the reality of machine
limitations, the group focused on measuring different aspects
through combinations of questions rather than articulating rules
directly.
The panel decided on this approach in part because they resisted
the idea of standardizing recommendations into a single rule, or a
few rules. Partly, panelists did not want to impose a binary
“pass/fail,” “this is ‘news,’ and this is not” purity test upon other
journalists and publications, even when the underlying goal, to
improve the quality of new online, was well-intentioned. In
addition, panelists expressed a fear that, simply by articulating their
ideas as rules, the open clarity would make it easier for bad actors
to weaponize these rules against credible journalists or
organizations. The potential for weaponization of rules is
acknowledged as a known risk among journalists and the
researchers who study these issues, a concern echoed by panelists.23
Ultimately, panelists discussed the fact that in most respects,
machine capabilities do not yet match the capabilities of the human
mind. This was one reason, panelists asserted, journalism, opinion
journalism, and writing in general matters: writing can model how
to think with complexity, nuance, and subtlety. “I fear that when we
try to systematize these types of things, we lose the nuance,” a
panelist said.
Yet panelists recognized that machines take instructions in the
form of rules. The provocation to determine rules did cause
panelists to think through how to translate the principles and
values they had discussed into a language that a machine could
understand. This process was uncomfortable, but did clarify that,
because machines require rules to serve as instructions for how to
behave, even the absence of rules would have the effect of implicitly
implementing other unspoken rules.
Instead of articulating rules, the panel felt that articulating
questions would be a more valuable approach to distinguishing
between news and opinion. In combination, questions might
account for a greater amount of complexity and nuance than
articulating a set number of rules.

23

Credible Web Community Group, “Technological Approaches to Improving Credibility Assessment on the Web”
(W3C, October 11, 2018), https://www.w3.org/2018/10/credibility-tech/.
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In order to explore how using combinations of questions might
work, the panel investigated whether there were emerging
principles that might be turned into a combination of ten or more
questions that could indicate if an article “smells like opinion” or
not. Panelists were careful to note that these are intended to be
guidelines more than strict rules because what they do “is more art
than science.”
The panel ended up articulating measurement tests, made up of
questions, around three aspects of journalism. In particular,
panelists discussed building a successive series of questions that
could help identify quality opinion journalism:
Question 1: “Is this opinion journalism?”
Question 2: “Is this quality journalism?”
Question 3: “Is this quality opinion journalism?”
The approach they developed in some ways builds upon the work of
initiatives such as the Trust Project and the Journalism Trust
Initiative that focus on understanding what makes journalism
trustworthy while developing labels for different kinds of
journalism.24 The panel’s approach also builds upon this previous
work by focusing further on opinion journalism specifically, and
developing its own lines of questions for that genre of journalism.
The panel felt that the approach of developing successive questions
could be, in the future, applied to other topics such as sports
writing or science journalism.

24

“The Trust Indicators and Their Attributes,” The Trust Project, accessed August 13, 2021,
https://thetrustproject.org/collaborator-materials/; Journalism Trust Initiative, “CEN (European Committee for
Standardization) Workshop Agreement (CWA) 17493” (” The European Committee for Standardization, December
2019), https://www.cen.eu/News/Workshops/Pages/WS-2019-018.aspx.
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Question 1: “Is this opinion journalism?”
Questions in this group contained characteristics that are
associated with opinion journalism, such as a call to action or a
first-person perspective.

Does the article reach a conclusion or a call to action? A panelist noted that
this is the fundamental question to ask in order to first identify whether an
article is opinion journalism or news.
Does this article include first-person perspective?
An article that focuses on a first-person perspective is likely to be opinion.
Does this article tell readers how to interpret specific facts?
When the article focuses on interpretation, it is likely to be opinion.

Question 2: “Is this quality journalism?”
Questions in this group contain traits that indicate whether an
article is quality journalism, generally.

Outlet-level questions
●

Is there an ethical ombudsperson or standards editor I can complain
to? This indicates that the publication has invested resources in a
mechanism to hold itself accountable.

●

Do they run corrections when they get things wrong? This indicates that
the publication is committed to publishing accurate information.

●

Do they have any other standards and policies in place? This indicates
that the publication has a commitment to developing best practices and
transparently sharing them.

●

Does the article come from an author or publisher with multiple
negative fact check claims? If no, this is more likely to be higher quality
journalism.

●

Does the article come from an outlet with a record of accurate
labeling? If yes, this is more likely to be high quality journalism.
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Article-level questions
●

Are there links to original sources? Original sources are often preferred
when vetting an article for reliability.

●

Do those links go back to .gov or .edu, or other comparable, vetted
sources? This is not guaranteed to make the article reliable, but may
indicate that the article tends towards credible.

●

Is there circularity in sourcing? If the author frequently links back to the
same sources of information, or sources they themselves created, this may
indicate that the article is not highly reliable.

●

Does the article contain few facts and figures? Does the article contain
unsubstantiated claims? Quality journalism requires evidence to back its
claims.

●

Is there a disclosure? Disclosures of conflicts of interest show that there is
some level of vetting within the publication, and a process for vetting.

●

Is everyone who touched the article listed including authors, editors,
and fact checkers? The panelists encouraged listing all the people who
touch an article, including fact checkers and editors. Panelists also
wondered if understanding the number of people involved would help
estimate expertise at the source level, and if the number of people involved
in an article might correlate to effort. While some outlets are unable to fact
check properly because of low bandwidth, panelists still felt it would be a
meaningful signal to see how many people worked on an article.

Question 3: “Is this quality opinion journalism?”
Questions in this collection cover methods to discern the relative
quality of an opinion article and, by extension, its publisher.
One of the reasons panelists appreciated using groups of questions
to identify and assess opinion journalism was: it allowed readers,
raters, engineers, or anyone attempting to classify journalism to
look at signals in aggregate. The approach also works above the
article level: if a publication repeatedly produces articles that are
classified a certain way according to these questions, then looking
at the way a publication performs, in aggregate, may give a
somewhat consistent temperature check for that outlet’s quality.
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Outlet-level questions
●

Is there a way to write a letter to the editor and get it published? This
indicates that the publication has a mechanism to receive and sometimes
publicly respond to reader feedback.

Article-level questions
●

How many sources beyond the author’s own opinion are cited? Is the
sole source for the opinion in the article simply the author’s opinion, or are
there other sources of evidence in support of the opinion? Although opinion
journalism has an equivalent commitment to facts, the number of sources
cited, on average, for a piece of opinion journalism may differ than for a
piece of traditional news. Panelists estimated that a good piece of opinion
journalism will have, on average, five to six pieces of evidence to back it up.

●

When appropriate, does the article acknowledge values that are in
tension? In general, panelists felt that the inclusion of countervailing
perspectives was an indicator of quality for a piece of opinion journalism. A
persuasive argument will consider the top three objections to the argument,
and explain how to overcome those objections. However, panelists were
wary of articulating a standard that veers into advocating for “both-sidesing
things” — that is, giving air to both sides of a debate when one side is clearly
arguing in bad faith or without meaningful factual evidence. To address this
concern, panelists framed this question with special care (i.e., “when
appropriate”).

●

Who wrote this article, and how do we understand their position
and/or expertise? This question attempts to address two concerns: first,
that the expertise of the author may be related to the authoritativeness of
their opinion in a piece of journalism. The panel was careful to note that
expertise can come from lived experience. Second, the author’s relative
position within a greater power structure is important to take into
consideration when assessing quality. In general, the panel articulated a
belief that good journalism punches up, not down. Therefore, those judging
the quality of a piece must consider the relative power of parties involved or
written about within the piece.

●

Does the article advance a new reframing or perspective on an issue?
As described above, the role of opinion journalism is partly to provide a
different or new interpretation of a set of facts.
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Concluding Thoughts on a Question-Based Approach to
Identifying Quality Opinion Journalism
Panelists wondered what other topics could be addressed by a
question-based approach to classification in news feeds. Could
panelists create similar lists of questions for best practices within
newsrooms? Participants noted that different genres (e.g., sports
journalism or science journalism) would require distinct sets of
questions to measure quality and to determine whether an article is
that genre or not.
Through developing these lists of questions, panelists arrived at two
important ideas regarding quality and any attempt to measure it.
First, the group noted that the actual quality of an article will often
change over time. An article that seems high quality in one
historical moment may appear low quality just months later. While
there is no simple fix for this barrier to identifying quality, the
panel emphasized the potential for quality to change over time was
an important factor to consider, and marked this issue as one in
need of further study.
As well, panelists noted that any attempt to discern quality in
journalism must include an acknowledgement of the author’s
specific power within society. A journalist’s relative power should
affect how the quality of their journalism or opinion is assessed.
The panel felt that the less power an author has, the more
important it is to be empathetic and forgiving when assessing the
quality of their work. Empathy, however, is different from
neutrality. The panel felt it is possible to represent fears, for
example, even when they are not based in fact, but that to do so
responsibly requires careful attention in stating the objection, and
then investigating, verifying, and properly framing it.25
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For example, see “Responsible Reporting,” First Draft, accessed April 20, 2020,
https://firstdraftnews.org/443/training/responsible-reporting/.
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Recommendations: Practical Ideas
for Separating News from Opinion
In light of the considerations described above, the panel was able to
make seven recommendations in response to the question of how
separating news from opinion can work, and the role this
separation plays in elevating quality news online.
The panelists made recommendations with the awareness that
separating news from opinion is, on one level, easy and on another,
difficult. Practically, the panel believes that it may be possible to
accurately assign genre labels to the majority of articles that move
across news feeds each day. However, on a higher level, they
recognize the inherent difficulty in assigning a news or opinion
label. Determining what gets assigned an “opinion” label is
inherently fraught, political, and complex, especially if working
with older, inadequate definitions of news or objectivity, which this
panel does not support.
In addition, the panel recognized, as stated above, that there are
many other bigger and more pressing challenges to be resolved
when it comes to the health of the overall information system. The
panel framed their recommendations with that understanding, and
with a belief that platforms have not taken on adequate
responsibility for what they have published. Platforms should take
on similar responsibilities as publishers and should realize that they
are a type of publisher.
Such an assertion is complex, since the question of how a platform
might operate as a publisher in practice is complicated — it is not
as simple as saying Facebook, for example, is the same as the New
York Times. The panel felt these questions deserve continued and
serious study.
However, focusing on the challenge at hand of news and opinion,
the panel arrived at seven recommendations for advancing the
quality of news online.
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Recommendation 1: Though it may be complicated, separating news from
opinion is important to the overall quality of news online.
The 2021 panel affirms the work of last year’s panel in recommending that
separating news from opinion is important to the overall quality of news online.
While this is not an end-all be-all solution to the many problems described in
this paper, it is an important aspect of news quality to be addressed.

Recommendation 2: Publishers should have a strong advisory role when
it comes to the definitions and methods for applying labels.
The current system, in which there is no universally accepted standardization of
labels and no guidance from publishers, does not work. In an ideal world, there
would be no intermediary (technology companies) between publishers and
readers; instead, current technological intermediaries create an editorial layer
that is untrained and inappropriate. Publishers should have a larger say in how
their work is presented to readers, and there needs to be greater dialogue
between technology companies and publishers.
Publishers should be able to give input, and technology companies should
incorporate it. Technology companies, which are effectively operating as
publishing partners, must then transparently publish the rules, groups of
questions, and techniques they use to make labeling decisions, so that readers,
publishers, and the public can understand how the decisions are being made,
and how the input is or is not being incorporated.
Advisory is advisory. The panel believes that journalists should be consulted, but
at the same time, are not in a position to make decisions for these companies.
The advice of journalists should address what needs to happen when there is a
conflict between a publisher label and a platform label. Conflicts of this sort are
more likely to happen as any approach for labeling is applied at scale. To address
this issue, might an algorithm, in a sense, take a first pass: to flag instances
where there are mixed signals regarding labeling? And to flag for a human to
then review and label correctly using the approaches that are beginning to be
developed in this paper?
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Recommendation 3: Instead of a simple few rules, develop combinations
of questions to define opinion journalism, quality opinion journalism,
and other categories.
Platform companies and journalists should work together to create lists like
those described in Part III. These combinations of questions and approaches can
be used by journalists, raters, and readers to better identify different categories
of journalism, and try to estimate for quality.

Recommendation 4: Create a rubric of labels and definitions for different
types of opinion journalism.
As last year’s Opinion panel observed, there are many labels for various types of
news and opinion journalism. To encourage consistent use of terms, definitions,
and labels, journalists and platforms should work together to create a rubric or
typology of shared terms and definitions — based on a broad, diverse set of
expert opinions — for different types of opinion journalism. There should be
clarity about why and how and on what understanding people are called to
weigh in on these issues. The high- and low-quality attributes associated with
labels on journalistic forms should be guided by journalists, academics, and
industry experts in a way that the average rater could understand.
Each term might have a different set of questions used to define it, and to
measure its quality. Groupings of questions may also vary genre-to-genre;
certain types of opinion journalism may reasonably have less citations than
others, for example.

Recommendation 5: Improve standards for consistency in labeling for
both publishers and platforms.
Without consistency, the recommendations described here and the general
effort to improve labels will have little effect. The definitions and lists of
questions described in this paper are recommended as ways to help improve
consistency in application of labels, because greater consistency is strongly
needed across news publications and platform news feeds.
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Recommendation 6: Platforms and publishers should implement
improved transparency standards.
In tandem with improved standards and processes for consistency, it is critical
that platforms and publishers improve transparency practices, including:
•

Biographies of all journalists should be published on site and on each
article.

•

Anyone who touched an article should be listed on bylines. This includes
editors, fact checkers, copy editors, and others.

•

Mastheads must be published not just for publishers but for platforms.
Who is Dean Baquet of Google News? The public should know, and be
able to hold that person to account in the same way.

•

Publishers and platforms must publish as much information as possible
on the process they use to make decisions, label, and categorize
information.

•

Publishers and platforms must publish information on the standards
they use.

•

It may be helpful for publishers to develop a signal that correlates to the
amount of work that went into an article (e.g., number of hours of work,
number of people who reviewed, number of edits, etc.). Such a signal
would be helpful for users to visualize how much work went into a given
article. Readers would then better understand which pieces, even if
short, were heavily reported, and which were produced in a matter of
minutes. This would have the additional benefit of helping readers better
understand how journalism works.

Recommendation 7: In a dual-labeling system where articles are labeled
either news or opinion, analysis should be handled in a case-by-case
manner.
The challenge of where to put this genre in a news-opinion dichotomy requires,
for now, a case-by-case approach and further study and thought from experts.
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Conclusion
In alignment with last year’s Opinion Panel, this year’s panel made their recommendations with
the recognition that this is the start, not the end, of working to improve the quality of journalism
online.
Collectively, the NewsQ 2021 Opinion panel hopes that our suggestions provide some
transparency, insight, and concrete guidance to help inform next steps in what will be a complex
process involving experts across journalism, academe, and technology. The panel reiterates its
support for a bigger picture, systemic approach to this situation, and the hope that the specific
suggestions made here can help provide some ideas for initial steps forward in the meantime.
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Appendix: Article Categorization Exercise
In order to reflect on how they thought articles should be processed, categorized, and ranked,
seven panelists read and then applied a “news” or “opinion” label to a set of eleven articles pulled
from a news feed and an opinion feed on the Microsoft News product on April 1, 2021. Mixed in
with those articles were additional articles that had been published close to the same date, and
were labeled by publishers as “analysis.” Panelists also considered whether the analysis label could
also be applied in addition. Results from all panelists were aggregated and anonymized for
discussion to allow panelists an opportunity to compare their labels, methods, and general
approaches to this task.
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